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Introduction 
basTemplateMavi is a module that consists of multiple 

components that simplifies the page  creation process in Tridium 

Niagara Framework.  This module make is really simple to create pages that are 

compatible with Apple iPad, Apple iPhone, and Google Android mobile devices.  

basTemplateMavi is a work-flow enhancement to speed up page creation. 

The following manual will help you to navigate through basTemplateMavi version 3 

and explore its advanced features.  You can also view training videos at 

http://baslearning.com/28-bastemplatemavi-work-flow-2013. 

 

http://baslearning.com/28-bastemplatemavi-work-flow-2013
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#1 Setup TemplateMavi Version 3 
 

This is a demonstration for the Template Mavi Version 3 set-up. The new version 

generated enhances visuals and it is created in high definition. 

 Create a new station. Let’s call it “Template V3”. 

 Enter a password then start using the console station “Template V3”. 

 Log-in once the station has started. 

 The first thing to do is License the Template: Go to Bas Template Mavi then to 

Services. Drag and drop the Bas License Service.  

 

Note: The licenses for each graphical module are 

right under the “License” folder. The template is 

licensed for regular and advanced versions.  

 

 Next is to open the Navigation Set-up Version 3: Copy the content then paste under 

Drivers. 

 After which, go to Modules: Clicking on Bas Template Mavi then PX3. Copy the 

content then paste under Files. Rename the folder to 

PX.  

 The template is already completed. Go to homepage 

and you can check it in different views including iPad, 

iPhone and Android.  

 

The template is fully customizable. You can configure 

any settings included for the template.  

 

 If you want to collapse the setting, just right click and 

set to default.  As soon as it’s turned off, it will go to 

transparent mode. 

 You can also enable settings. 

 Other settings can be changed including drivers, 

logo and the address. This is called In-context editing, 

just right click and change it to how you want it. 
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#2 Adding the Site Page Component (Web) 
 

 Open the workbench then the Palette and look for the component called “Site Page” 

under the Navigation Set-up Version 3 folder (it is also found under other version’s 

folders).  

 The “Site Page” serves as the entrance to the main enterprise site. It duplicates all 

these pages for your system/buildings. For instance, if you have a university and 

you want to have an entrance for BAS System Enterprise then you can create same 

pages for individual buildings in that enterprise.  

 Go to Niagara Network and create a new station. Let’s name it “Building1”. 

 Copy Site Page right under the Niagara Folder.  

 Copy components “Home” to “Config” (do it down up) then paste under Site Page 

of “Building1”.  

 Right click on Site Page, go to Actions then Generate.  

 Set Pxname to Building1 and hit OK. 

 The action will automatically generate and copy the Px to the Building1 Site Page’s 

folder and automatically change the settings.  

If you click Home under “Building1”, you can set the name to “Building 1 – Energy 

Management System” to reflect on the page. If you click the main Home component, 

you will still get the page “BAS System 

Enterprise”. The changes are applicable 

for iPad, iPhone and Android pages.   
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#3 Creating a Page for the Site Page Component 
 

 Go to Points, right click then generate AHU_1. 

 Under AHU_1, create three other points – Fan Point, Discharge and Damper by 

right clicking on AHU_1 the New and set the point name accordingly.  

 Drag and Drop the Page component under AHU_1. 

 Right click on Page. Go to Actions and Enable Site page to set the new site page 

point as “true”. 

 Right Click on Page. Click Generate then set Px Name to “Building1_Ahu_Typ_30” 

then hit OK. 

 The action will update all the pages and you will see that the new page will find the 

closest title.  

 But if you click on home, it goes to the BAS Enterprise Main. In order to change that, 

right click on Page, click on 

View then Device Template 

Folder Remap. 

 Choose Building1 and hit OK. 

When you click on Home, it 

will now go the new page you 

just created.  
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#4 Creating a Stand Alone Page 
 

This is the process in creating a page component in stand-alone version. This is what 

you do when you want to create one template and not a site page. 

 

 Create a new driver for Bacnet 

Network by clicking on Drivers then 

choose “Bacnet Network”. 

 In Bacnet Network, create a new 

device called the Bacnet Device. Let’s 

call it the “AHU_1” 

 Drag and drop the page component 

under the AHU_1 and just hit YES. 

 Under AHU_1, you should see 

Points, Virtual and Alarms with Page 

on the bottom. 

 Right Click on Page, go to Actions 

then Click Generate. Set Px Name to 

AHU_Typ_100 then hit OK. 

 The stand along page is now created 

with the name AHU_1.  

 If you want to set-up the name, go to 

Title Name Setup, copy the text then 

paste under Page then right click on 

Page, go to Actions and choose “Use 

Title Default”.  
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#5 Enable Snapping Feature 
 

In this chapter, you will learn about enabling the snapping feature in the work 

bench.  

 

 To enable the snapping feature, you have to run the work bench within a profile 

 To enable the Ahu version, go to My Modules to “basAhuMaker” then “cmd” folder 

and copy the command file “ahu.cmd”.  

 Go to Sys Home then “bin” folder and paste the command. 

 After which, open up the workbench “bin” folder inside your explorer. It is 

recommended to install an application like object dot plus or any similar apps.  

 If you have the app, you can simply grab the command file “ahu.cmd” then drop it 

in the console. 

 Rename the tab to “EnerCase WB 3.7” and you can assign different shortcuts to it. 

 Now you can close your workbench and open it through the console. 

 It will run the workbench in its default profile “basAhuMaker:AhuMakerWbProfile”. 

You can change a couple of things under the Px editor like disabling the built-in 

snapping feature, enable show grid and disable or change hatch size. 

 In the Ahu Maker Options, you need to enable the snapping feature and set the 

snapping distance. 

 Now, open up the Station, go to Drivers>Niagara 

Network>Building1>Points>AHU_1>Page. 

 You are ready to create a graphic by switching to Work Bench Graphic (wb_graphic) 

pm the upper right. 

 Open up Ahu 

Maker then Duct 

Horizontal to add 

two ducts to 

demonstrate the 

snapping feature. 

As one graphic 

gets close enough 

to another 

graphic, it will 

immediately snap.  
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#6 Creating AHU Graphic Snapping Feature 
 

This chapter demonstrates how to create an air hanging unit inside the workbench 

using the snapping feature. 

 The two duct works were already added from the previous chapter, you’ll just need 

to keep adding more including the Duct T and Reverse T. 

 Duplicate the ducts and put them in the right order getting them close enough. Keep 

adding the ducts until you get the desired unit. 

  Place the graphic at the center, close the Duct and open Equipment then Dampers. 

 Add the Damper Vertical Analog and Damper Horizontal Analog Rev. Slip in and 

out of Edit Mode so the snapping feature would register. 

 Add the Fan component, one time for each component type.  

 Add the Sensors. Under Sensors, go to Temperature Sensor and add Temperature 

Stat 0.  

 In the latest version, the haystack markers were added into the system.  

 If you’re doing this, you can go to Properties and add the Marker type and the Name 

for each component. 

 For regular binding, do this for every component. Copy Point location under Cord 

which should be done on each of them.  

 When you create the graphic, you can simply copy the same graphic into different 

views (iPad, iPhone and Android) and make it fit accordingly.  
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#7 Mass Copy Functionality of the Component 
 

The Mass Copy feature is free for the device template folder but the advanced 

version needs to be purchased for other modules.  

 

 To get started, go to Page component, right click Views then Mass Copy. 

 The Bql Query Builder will appear. Go to Custom Type and choose Niagara Driver 

then Niagara Point Folder to find objects. 

  Proceed the search by clicking on the search icon, go to Drivers > Niagara Network 

> Building1 > Points. 

  Once the list of all the device folders is found, clear the first one or the one that has 

the page then click “Clear”.  

 Now, click Mass Copy. You can do it relative by specifying the destination. For 

example, “AHU_1/page” or you can simply proceed by clicking OK. 

 Mass Copy will go through all the pages and copy all of them including the points 

and the links. 

 If you click on Page then Views, you will 

see AHU-2, and if you go to the Wire 

Sheet mode, the whole code remains 

intact.  

 It works for Page and the History Path 

Capture Ext inside Bas Template Mavi. 

For other components, you will need to 

purchase the advanced version in order 

to use the Mass Copy feature.  

Note: Mass delete works exactly the same. You 

can use the same methodology shown here to 

mass delete folders/objects.  
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#8 History Extensions 
 

This chapter talks about history extensions that are extended from the original history 

extensions that comes with Niagara.  

 Go to Bas Template Mavi > Niagara > History > History Extensions Extended. 

 Under History Extensions Extended are the Boolean Combo History Ext and Combo 

History Ext where you have the interval and change of value, and the Numeric 

Combo History Ext with change tolerance and interval values.  

  Go to AHU_1 and click on Views then Worksheet to see the three different Points – 

Fan, Discharge Temp and Damper.  

 Add some codes into the Worksheet that would generate 

some data by opening the Palette. Look for kitControl then 

go to Util (Utilities) Folder to add data. 

 Add Multi Vibrator to Fan, Random to the Damper and 

Sine Wave to the Discharge Temp.  For Sine Wave, set 

Offset to 65.00 and Amplitude to 15.00. 

 Go back and open Bas Template Mavi and into the 

Discharge Temp, add the Numeric Combo History. Set 

Change Tolerance to 2.5, keep 15m for Interval and 

History Name should be set to 

“%parent.parent.name%/%parent.name%”. The name (Id) 

of the point will be visible once the extension is enabled. 

 Before you enable the extensions, increase the Sine Wave 

cycle Period to 30m. Random updates every second and 

increase the Multi Vibrator period to 15m and the Duty 

Cycle to 100. 

 Proceed and enable Numeric Combo History Ext and you 

should get “AHU_1/DischargeTemp”  

 Copy the extension and apply to the Damper. But in this case, the Change Tolerance 

is set to 10 then you can enable it. 

 For the Fan, add the Boolean Combo History Ext then copy the History Name 

“%parent.parent.name%/%parent.name%” from the Numeric Combo History Ext 

into it then enable the extension. You should get the history extension name 

“AHU_1/fan”.  
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#9 History Path Capture Extensions  
 

This chapter deals with History Path Capture Ext which is very is useful when you 

need to expose the history path. 

 Go to Niagara > History > History Extensions 

Extended > History Path Capture Ext 

 Now go to your Bacnet Network then under Points (that 

were already created in the previous chapters) where 

AHU_1 is found. 

 Copy and drop History Path Capture Ext into each 

point under AHU_1 – Fan, Discharge Temp and 

Damper 

 When you double click on the extension, it will open 

up the history path Mass Capture window where 

there’s basically three points. 

 There is nothing underneath each extension at this 

point, but once you click on Mass Capture, you will see 

a prompt that it has created it successfully. 

 What the Mass Capture does is to grabs where the 

history path is and places it under the Numeric Combo 

History Ext (History Patch).  

 It will also generate the Boolean Combo History Ext Ref 

(Skyspark Id). With the application called Project 

Builder+, the Skyspard Id can pass for a given point 

where you can consume the data inside the 

dashboard.  

Note that any Point that has History Extension needs to be 

added with History Path Capture Ext in order to normalize and unify the history path under 

one component.   
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#10 Set-up of the Alarm Notification 
 

This is how to set-up the alarm notification right beside the Alarm console.  

 Go to Alarm then to Count_Status, copy the Alarm Count then paste it under the 

Wire Sheet of the Alarm Service.  

 You need to route Default Alarm to “In Alarm Count” to “In” to change the alarm, 

if there is any, to “true”. This also passes any number of alarms in there. 

 To illustrate, create one Boolean (Bool) by right clicking on the Wire Sheet under 

Alarm Service. Set name to “Bool” and add an alarm underneath it. 

 Click the Bool then add the “Boolean Change of State Alarm Ext”. 

 If you right click on Bool, go to Actions and change it to “true”, that will turn on the 

alarm. 

 If you go to Home, you should see the notification “1” beside the alarm console and 

that is already enabled. 
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#11 Title Name Set-up  
This chapter talks about the Title Name Set-up and how to customize it.  

 In this case, we have AHU_1. We will look at how it is being read by clicking on the 

edit icon then right click on AHU_1. Properties will pop up then variables where Px 

includes variables in this case. 

 Under the Title Display Name, it reads “slot:..” which means one folder back. For 

example, if it is the Page component then it reads one folder back, AHU_1. 

 You can change the Title Display Name to Site Out Value by looking for the library 

created inside the system. It is referred as the Title Name Set-up found under 

Niagara. 

 Press Alt + Ctrl to open up a new tab then copy the content on the sheet and paste 

it under the Page component. 

 Go back to the Page tab and get the “slot:..” out from the Title Display Name and 

transfer it to Site Out Value by changing it to “slot:Title” then hit OK. 

 It will then show you AHU-1 (Room 101). You can change the room number by right 

clicking on the name through in-context editing. 

 The steps above is the longer process and to simplify it, put it the way it was before 

where “slot:..” is under Title Display Name. 

 Considering that there are four different devices (WB, iPad, iPhone and Android), 

you will need to set up the title four times. 

 What can be done is right click on Page then Actions and Use Default Title. Once 

refreshed, the change in title name will be made automatically for all devices. 
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#12 Creating Nav Files for the Station 
This chapter tackles the generation of Nav Files for the stations. 

 Go to Files, right click and create a Nav folder. 

 Under the Nav folder, right click and create a new Nav File. Let’s name it 

“bas_Wb.nav”. 

 Drag and drop the component Schedule to Contact Us (do it down up). 

 Copy Home page give it a slot name. You can also go to the Property Sheet of the 

Home component and copy the Icon and change the one on the Nav folder. 

 Next is to drag and drop the 

Site Page found under 

Building1 then copy the 

component from Config to 

Home (do it down up) and 

paste under the Site Page. 

 Now, drag and drop the 

pages under Site Page for 

individual AHUs.      

 You have to name each Page 

according to their AHU 

reference (e.g AHU-1, AHU-

2 and so on). Naming the 

pages of the equipment will 

be easier if you duplicate or 

perform mass copy 

functionality for less work. 

 Considering the four 

different pages (WB, iPad, 

iPhone and Android), we 

have added a scripting system to generate Nav fies for all views quickly. 

 Right click on bas.Wb.nav then Views and right click on Template Nav File 

Generator. Tick all devices (iPhone, iPad and Android) and hit OK. This will 

automatically create the Nav files for all views.  
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#13 Trend Dynamic Analyzer 
This chapter demonstrates the Trend Dynamic Analyzer which is a component used to 

report average Mins and Maxes for a given history. The Trend Dynamic Analyzer is built-

in to the Bas Template Mavi. 

 Drag and drop the Trend Dynamic Analyzer founder under the AHU folder and go 

to Settings. 

 Scroll down and look for History folder. Find the history that you want to analyze. 

 Copy and paste it on the History bar then change the Time Range Delta to Today. 

 Right click on Trend Dynamic Analyzer, go to Actions and Execute. It will give you 

the average. 

 You can put a counter behind the execution that will generate the Mins and Maxes.  
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#14 Generating Multiple Users 
This chapter demonstrates on how to create multiple users for different views. 

 Under Services, log-on to User Service.   

 Create a new user and call it “demouser. Keep the Super User ticked. 

 On the Nav file, add a filed called the “bas_Wb.nav”. 

 Right click on demouser, go to Views then to Template User Generator. 

 Generate userids for all views including iPhone, iPad and Android. Hit OK. 

 Once you go back to the User Service, you will see different users for the different 

views.  

Note: Make sure that when the Nav is created, it should match the name “_Wb”. So if it’s 

for iPhone, the file should get replaced by the name “bas_iphone.nav” and so on.  
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#15 User Action Binding 
This chapter demonstrates the User Action Binding process. 

 To start, you need to go to the User Service.  

 Create a new user. Let’s name it “guest2” and enter the default password. 

 Under each user, create two Boolean points. Let’s call it the “demoBool”. 

 Copy the demoBool and paste it under guest2. 

 Go to the Home page, switch to edit mod. Drag and drop one of demoBools going 

to Actions and generate two action bindings - Active and Inactive. 

 Replace the Action Binding with Active and replace the admin area with “u_s_e_r”. 

Do the same with the other one action binding. Replace it with Inactive and the 

admin with “u_s_e_r”. 

 The Widget Event should be set to actionPerformed for both. 

 At this point, you have two buttons. Add from “From Palette” the Bound Label that 

shows the statuses, one for admin and the other for guest2.  

 Since you’re in the admin, simply click on the Active button and you will see that the 

Bound Label will turn “true” and Inactive will turn it to “flase”. 

 Log-out from the station as admin by clicking on Disconnect then log-in as guest2. 

 Go to Recent Ords under Station then Home, you will see the two buttons. Click on 

the guest2 Active button to turn it to “true” and click on Inactive to turn it to “false”.   

 This demonstration shows that you can turn on and off users from one controller.  
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#16 User Value Binding 
This chapter demonstrates the User Value Binding, a feature that’s useful if you want to 

show who’s logged in. User Value Binding is not set-up as a default but left as an option 

to the customers. 

 In order to create the User Value Binding, go to Px > BassgWb > Template folder. 

 Under Template file, you can add a Bound Label.  

 Go to Bound Label Properties and change the foreground color to White and set 

the font to Bold and delete the Bound Value Binding. 

 Add a User Value Binding then click OK. 

 Place it under the icons on the left bottom part just under the Log off icon. 

 Copy a user. In this case, the admin user will do. Paste it under the User Value 

Binding section. 

 You will see that the Place Holder is “u_s_e_r”. Copy that and change admin to 

“u_s_e_r”. 

 On the Text, animate it with “%.%”. Hit OK. 

 The action will change the binding to the user that’s logged in. You can also do 

action bindings, set point bindings and animate any part of the template using this 

feature.  
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#17 Mass Flag Toggle 
This chapter demonstrates the Mass Flag Toggle component. In the templates, when you 

right click you can have in-context editing which can be a problem on mobile apps. When 

it pops up it’s hard to set it off thus the creation of the Mass Flag Toggle to address the 

problem. 

 Drag Mass Flag Toggle found under Niagara > Components and drop under the 

Config folder. 

 Go to Config then right click on Views and open up the Wire Sheet where you’ll see 

Mass Flag Toggle. 

 At this point, Mass Flag Toggle stands beside Config but we want to set everything 

off under the Config folder. To do that, go one folder back so Base should be “slot:..” 

 First, check that set is enabled on the templates then go to Actions and set Hide 

Actions. This will disable any actions on any of the components of the system when 

right clicking. 

 If you want to enable, you can set Skip Emergency Actions and Skip Template 

Actions to “true” on the Mass Flag Toggle then go to Actions and chose Unhide 

Actions. 

 Once you go back to the templates, you will see everything that’s enabled when 

right clicking.  

 Set it to 

“false” if you 

want to hide 

specific 

actions and 

everything will 

be hidden. 

 You can also 

use the Mass 

Flag Toggle 

outside the 

Config folder 

and you can 

search for it in 

the Program Service and execute an action on all of them for both hiding and un-

hiding the right click flags.  
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#18 Template Hyperlink Binding 
This chapter demonstrates the Template Hyperlink Binding. 

 Go into Edit mode and take the Energy button and place it on the right side of the 

dashboard. 

 Add Template Hyperlink Binding. This will automatically check which profile you’re 

in for the mobile application and it also automatically adds the iPad, iPhone and 

Android to the end of the hyperlink. 

 To illustrate, let’s treat the Site Plan as an Energy app. Change the text Properties 

from Energy to Site Plan. 

 You want the link in both but you don’t want to create it multiple times. Take the Site 

Plan link and place it on the Template Hyperlink Binding under Properties. 

 When you have multiple bindings, the Template Hyperlink Binding should be on the 

top of the list. Since there’s no way to move the link up and down inside the 

Properties, you need to go into the Px Editor then Go to Source XML. 

 Inside the Source XML, move the Template Hyperlink Binding on top. 

 After which, copy the Site Plan into the different views (iPad, iPhone and Android). 

Go to the specific views and paste. 

There’s no need to change any of the binding paths because it automatically recognize the 

type of view.  
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#19 Hyperlink Binding 

This chapter shows how you can use hyperlink binding.  Instead of updating all of the 

binding of a URL, you can accomplished through hyperlink binding.   

 Drag and drop a bound label > Add a hyperlink binding to the string writable > 

Change the text field to the appropriate name you desire to link. 

 Click on the Add Binding tab, add the hyperlink binding and attach it 

 At this point, when you click on the bound label you were working on, it will 

automatically launch the site for you. 
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